October Rally Set
March Route Planned
For Vietnam Protest

by Richard Klibar

A march route for participants in the October 18th Vietnam Moratorium demonstration was tentatively approved at a meeting Tuesday night. The proposed route will take the students of Hartford and take marchers past several insurance companies, colleges and high schools between 11:45 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

The committee met with a rally in front of the Old State House on Main Street in downtown Hartford. Some students from the University of Hartford meeting stated that they would continue past the State House and attempt to hold a rally in front of the Old State House.

The Reverend Alan C. Tall College Chaplain, argued that all alternatives that the program be terminated and other alternatives that the program be terminated and other alternatives be presented. The committee was told that it be considered a statement of nonconcurrence.

A march route for participants was decided by the Hartford College of the University of Connecticut.

The committee will meet next Monday at Hartford College for Women to decide upon plans for leafleting, door to door canvassing, and vigils at which the names of those killed in the war will be read. The committee will concentrate on the large insurance companies in the area.

Dr. Frank Child, left, chairman of the TCC, speaks during the Council's discussion on drug policy. Santed at his right is Robert Foulke, another of the faculty's four representatives to the Council.
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SDS Group Gets New Name
After Ending National Ties

The Trinity College Chapter of Students for a Democratic Society voted Tuesday night to rename itself "Trinity Lockwood Memorial Chapter of the Ghost Shirt Society." The group adopted the name after being told that the "Ghost Shirt Society" was formed by the regimental survivors of a combat between the U.S. and the United States Army. The Society was destroyed when its members wore their supposedly invincible "ghost-shirts" into battles, according to the explanation.

The decision to change the group's name was taken after many officers expressed dissatisfaction with recent actions of the national group. Dr. Green 70 criticized six "unity principles," adopted at the organization's national convention, which he said had made SDS "an exclusionary group." Others criticized recent ideological disputes which have split the organization into several antagonistic factions.

The group also decided to elect six member steering committees to assume the functions of the president, vice president, and treasurer. Several students were nominated to serve on the steering committee for the positions which will be held at the next meeting.

The committee's supplementary recommendations for a drug advisory committee were rejected by the State College Council, which is planning the October 18th Vietnam Moratorium demonstration.

The nominees for steering committee membership include James Petersen 70, Jeffrey C. Green 70, Geoffrey A. Frank 70, Diane Salisch 70, John Kohler 70, and Arthur Adams 70.

BLOOD DRIVE

The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on campus from September 30 from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. To pledge a blood donation, students should submit their names and box numbers to Box 1373.


Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

I am writing to bring the administration's administration to the attention of the entire student body. I am thoroughly embarrassed by the administration's efforts to merely want to establish closer student-administration relations, but this behavior is a disadvisable attempt to extend administration power. Occasionally, the dean has disguised his proposals with the preposterous rhetoric about mere student opinion. This is a farce; if the student body doesn't take a firm stand against this sort of action, tomorrow may be Jarvis. Then only Giffy Hall (former Dean of the college) comes into play. As former Dean of the college, he bears the same relationship to students and faculty as a fire engine does to a house. Which may not be pertinent, but it is worth mentioning.

There are other considerations as well. Why should we listen to Dean Carter's grievances? If President Lockwood can't find a way to clean up the administration, what about our problem? It's part of a facade administration plot to occupy the campus. The administration can't see past their own image to the administration. If the administration students move into the Old Mart building, what will the administration be doing in the Old Mart building? It should be shut down because the administration has already moved it anyway. The only new building: Holland and the former ROTC building -- now it's about to be used for administrative offices in the Northwest.

The real question is: Are our fates safe in the same building that the administration is now occupying? The even more real question is: Is the administrative hierarchy in the Northwest the already low value of Jones Hall. Next thing you know he'll want to be a MLA.

Fellow students, this is a nonsense. Dean Salisch is known to have worked elsewhere last year. Last I heard the administration is in line to come here and institute this bland territorial aggressiveness which is sweeping America and it is at the expense of the college. When the dean moves in, can student mothers be far away? Since Salisch does try to move into Jones Hall, the student response should be swift, he should give it 15 minutes to leave and then the police called (Hartford's experimental police). Now what? Do they deny the possibility of involving the faculty but they'll involve the students? It's a strange idea, the faculty but they'll involve the students. The ELTON DEUKS

Trinity Adjudicative Process

The University College judicial system will provide the following basic rights to the defendant:

1. The defendant shall have the right to appeal.
2. Summary suspension shall be granted adequate time to prepare his defense.
3. The burden of proof rests upon the charges for a maximum of 48 hours is allowed procedural process.
4. In the affairs that relate only on individual community. The collegiate judicial system shall not be permitted.
5. Disciplinary action can be instituted only for violations of rules and regulations of the college. In the event that a violation is the residential jurisdiction of the college.
6. The defendant shall be granted an appeal hearing at his request. The defendant shall be given a copy of the charges.

---

Blood Drive

The TRIPOD urges its readers to give blood when the Red Cross Blood Drive arrives on Tuesday. Those who wish to pledge may send their name and number box to Box 1373.

---
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of Original Disposition will hear the complaint, and determine if there is sufficient evidence to form a basis for charges and select the appropriate panel to hear the case.

To allow for more expedient judicial determination, the Chairman of the Board of Original Disposition shall attempt to adjudicate cases without any formal action if both parties agree. An accused individual may request that the Chairman hear the case and render a decision including the imposition of penalties.

Nothing in this judicial system should be taken as prejudicing the development of other judicial or quasi-judicial bodies, such as residence council, faculty-student committees within a given department, or other groups which may be needed to discuss issues and settle disputes.

There is no limit to learning when you learn to read rapidly.

Learn now. For information and fall class schedule, call 232-4485.

Evelyn Wool Reading Dynamics

45 South Main Street
West Hartford, Conn. 06117

Cellulose

by John C. Grzeskiewicz

This week will be a crowded one on any college campus. One event that will stand out is the showing of DOUGLAS SIRK'S IMITATION OF CHRIST, Channel 3 (WTEL-TV) at 11:00 p.m. Writing about this intriguing Danish-born AUTEUR, Andrew Barratt summed it up this way: "Even in his most dour phase, Sirk never strays away from the ridiculous, but by a fully-bodied formal development, his art transcends the ridiculous, as form confirms on content." Really, the following night at 8 p.m. in Goodwin Theater, the Film Society will present THE STRONGMAN, Frank Capra's first feature film. It is one of the finest examples of silent film comedy. Its star, the sly and baby-faced Harry Langdon, looked Chipilin's self-conscious artistry and Buster Keaton's appeal to the modern audience. But he was nevertheless responsible for some of the most hilarious scenes in the history of the film, "he had," James Agee wrote in his famous essay on silent film comedy, "an infallible sense of the actual situation and figurative and figurative basis into which comedy is a springboard, a genuine springboard, a real blackboard, and he wandered into a scene of zaniness which was beyond the other comedians."

IMPERIUM. Those of you who saw THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME last Saturday may have noticed that there was a third character in the film, the black musician, and that the part was played by a man named Heywood. Heywood was director of photography. Lest anyone cast aspersions on my film scholarship, let me assure my readers that it was the ruthlessness of the剪裁 scissors of the cut that was responsible for those flagrant omissions from my column.

Salisch gives pledge: 'Dorms to be Livable'

Marc S. Salisch, newly appointed associate dean for community life, plans to "make all dorms livable" by next fall and allow the dormitory system to be determined by students.

In an interview Thursday, Salisch said that the "real" dormitory system will have an immediate solution to overcrowding.

He said, however, that he would work with the director of buildings and grounds to improve the physical condition of the rooms. In one example, Salisch said that he is complaining of a closed locker and severe overcrowding, particularly in long walk dormitories.

Drug Policy

(Continued from Page 1)

Students say pharmacy, as outlined in the proposal before the TCC.

Riggins said that legal authorities would welcome the establishment of the committee "because it may provide a forum for them to raise issues when they, at this time, do not have.

The debating team opposing the committee proposal accused counselors of "pragmatic, counseling" in which patients adhere to a rather rigid, drug surgery program that is found to be ineffective but not coincide with the committee about specific cases.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

AND TEACHERS

If articulate and aggressive, with ability to converse on the telephone, you will qualify for one of the best part time jobs in Hartford. Flexible hours. Salary plus commission.

Call 236-2079

ABC PIZZA HOUSE
Across from Trinity College
267 New Britain Ave., Hartford
"Call before you leave the Campus"
Phone 247-0234
Mon. - Thur. 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sun. - 12 a.m. - 11 p.m.

NATIONAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Headquarters for OLYMPIA Precision Products
Sales - Rental - Service
Supplies for All Makes of Office Machines
Special Rental Rates for Students
247 Asylum St. Hartford
Telephone 527-1115
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A scene from the road show production of the Broadway musical "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum" which will be presented in Goodwin Theatre on October 3rd.
Gridders Open Season Tomorrow At Williams Will Face Maitland and Co. in Offensive Battle

by Sheldon Crosby

It is always fun to read the newspapers before an important football game. The periodical respected Trinity coach Don Miller is proceeding to have for Williams, is only matched by Ephman coach Larry Catuzzi's ardent admiration for Trinity.

Yet Coach Catuzzi has made a green mistake. Coach Miller has never lost at gamesmanship. Despite this vast knowledge of football, it appears that Catuzzi has been caught with the old phony line-up trick. With his standard tactic, the starting team is not announced until after the kickoff time. This is a beautiful tactic and one to thse immediately concerned.

Therefore it is always fun to read the various bits of information from reliable sources. It appears that thirty different men could start at the twenty-two positions.

Offensively, the Bastards are powerful. In the backfield, Capt. Jay Barnadon will be at quarterback, Web Jones and Dave Klarin at the halves, and either Jim Tully or Dick Harvey at fullback. At the ends, Mike James or Spencer Jones will be on the outside, Whitney Cook or Tom Smith will be at tight end.

Cliff Cater and Jim Monahan have called down the two tackle spots, although the Miller stalwarts and Tom Shane are still fighting for the corps positions. Bill Bellsle will be at center.

Defensively, Trinity is unequaled. Only the line consisting of Ed Garfield, Mark Formica and Joe Maryjarl could start at fullback (roster). Peter Miller or Mike Nafaloe, Bill Bellsle will be at center, Web Jones and Dave Klarin will be at tackle.

Through the marvels of modern technological achievement, and in the light of the growing computer center, I have developed a program that seems to predict the outcomes of the various college football games around the country. However, there are those who scoff at this claim. I am one of these who believe the notorious Jarvls syndicate, who have challenged me to a contest of sorts; predicting football games. However, unlike my opponents, who choose to remain clandestine, I am not only open and above board, but I resolve to consistently pick, the best and closest games, and not 'pad the schedule.' The predictions are made on the basis of past record, and individual school rosters. I take the computer print-outs and translate them into plain English. Herewith follow the first set of predictions.

The big game shapes up as Ohio State-TCU. Woody Hayes and Bear Bryant, a formidable combination. The Ohio State Buckeyes, ranked 8th in the nation, are on their way to a conference championship and another Big Ten title. As they play Southern Methodist, Trinity 31-10.

The Georgia Bulldogs, ranked 7th in the nation, will show why. Dennis Hughes is the player to watch, as he makes his bid for All American end. Clemmer is on his way to something, perhaps a losing season. Their first loss comes at the hands of the Red and Black. Georgia 35-28. In a contest of interest to Philadelphia fans, Temple takes on William and Mary. George Mays' Owls are out to top the achievement of Temple's '57 champions. A good year seen for the Cherry and White. Temple 18, William 10, Mary 3.

LSU has Pistol Pete Marich, but he plays basketball. The Tigers won't need him as they have all they need to make VMi retreat last week, 55-0. Field position would decide this game, LSU 28-10.

And finally, two games that could go either way. In the first, Purdue, ranked 16th, takes on Notre Dame, ranked 8th. In this game, however, the ratings go out the window. Purdue has the home advantage, but Notre Dame has Ara Parsegian. Give this one to the fighting Irish, Notre Dame 13-10.

And in another intra-state game, this one closer to home, the UConn Huskies edge to Yale Bowl to take on this season's Super-sophs. The Huskies have tradition going for them in this series, however UConn has the better team. Brian Dowling by the way, did't make it in the pros, and is now teaching Math at Chestnut Academy, UConn '89.

Trinity also starts the season tomorrow at Williams. The competitors are too close to call.

The Big Threat for Williams is halfback Jack Maitland (in foreground). Last year he was almost the entire Esh offense, exploding for several long gains, both through the center of the line, and around end.

The Cockpit

Ham and Yeggs

by The Syndicate

After years of illegal underhandedness, THE SYNDI-
cate has finally given up. Operating out of the inner-most re-
cess of Jarvis, and with natio-
wide communications to our un-
derhanded agents, we are pre-
pared to challenge the forecasts of the modern mechanized world.

If we should fail in our predic-
tions, Philadephia Slim and his computer had better head back to the land of broilerly love, for they have never heard of the rating jinx, but they have to take the most desired forecast of Jarvis. We are prepared to challenge the forecasts of the modern mechanized world.

We mail this with history in the

world of women. It has been stated that history predicts, "The male

will answer the question, "Can a

woman get a college education?" He will answer, "Yes, she will.

Women are the future, and we

will teach them everything.

But when it comes to college

education, we will insist on

their being admitted to the

college of their choice, but

they will have to be admitted to the same college as the men."

Our man on the border has

been talking to the people, and he has come to the conclusion that the
country is not ready for women in college. He has decided to admit women to their own college, and that is Trinity College.

The Buckeyes should always be

victorious, but 18 out of 22 starters returning. However, the Horned

Frogs could give them a game if Southerneastern's Super-sophs

were to pan out with the accuracy of which they are capable.

BULLETIN! Word is just in that the cheerleader Mary Jane Linn broke up late last night with her boy friend, the week-side giant from the Oregon Squad. A real blow for the Ducks. Stanford 45, Oregon 21.
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